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This partnership capitalizes on Santéch's innovative solutions for payers and providers while maximizing the
competency of PLEXIS' core administration and claims management payer platform, facilitating seamless solutions
for payer organizations.

PLEXIS Healthcare Systems, a global provider of core payer technologies for healthcare claims administration, and Santéch,
a leading provider of innovative solutions through the I-Network platform for agile provider network management capabilities,
announced a strategic partnership to empower provider network management and claims administration for payers across
the country and beyond.
"Payer organizations increasingly demand a modern solution to manage provider networks, provider recruitment, provider
directories, and value-based contracts. Santéch's I-Network platform is a proven solution validated by leading payer
organizations and industry analysts," said Sean Garrett, Chief Operating Officer of PLEXIS. "Our partnership with Santéch
will empower our clients to leverage the I-Network platform for cost-saving operational efficiencies and numerous additional
capabilities."
"We are thrilled to partner with PLEXIS Healthcare System. PLEXIS has deep expertise in payer administration, and the
PLEXIS payer platform leads the industry in core administration and claims management. We appreciate PLEXIS' recognition
of payers' increasing demand for efficient provider network management and I-Network as the solution for these needs," said
Neeraj K. Sharma, COO of Santéch. "This partnership creates seamless capabilities for faster provider recruitment,
credentialing, contracting, directory validations, and ease of provider content integration with the claims system for
streamlined claims administration."
Santéch's provider management platform has garnered endorsements and attention from a growing number of payer/provider
organizations and industry analysts as a disruptive solution for managing provider data and networks. This partnership
capitalizes on Santéch's innovative solutions for payers and providers while maximizing the competency of PLEXIS' core
administration and claims management payer platform, facilitating seamless solutions for payer organizations.

